
A supplement or an alternative to thread …

Harvard LiquiCord® is a retraction paste with 
hemostatic effect for temporary gingival displacement. 
Depending on the clinical situation and the 
respective mode of operation, it can be used 
directly or with conventional retraction cord. 
If necessary with the aid of compression caps. 
Harvard LiquiCord® is well compatible with 
vinylpolysiloxane impression materials.
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Optional accessories:
Suitable Sulcus Former

Retraction paste for temporary 
gingival displacement

Harvard  
LiquiCord®

For the Dentist: 
  Easy to use
  Safe application
  Time saving

For the Patient: 
  Gentle to the mucosa 
  Pleasant
  Neutral taste
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Harvard Distribution Partner.
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Marke und Qualität seit 1892
Harvard Dental International GmbH
Margaretenstr. 2 - 4, 15366 Hoppegarten, Germany
Phone: + 49 (0) 30/99 28 978-0 
Fax: + 49 (0) 30/99 28 978-19
info@harvard-dental-international.de www.harvard-dental.de

Liability is excluded for all printing errors and omissions. Before using our Harvard products, 
the respective directions for use should be noticed in every case. All measurements are internal 
measurements of Harvard Dental International.

… for accurate impressions the gingiva retraction is very important: after a tooth preparation the gingival sulcus 
normally is filled with saliva, blood or other liquids and therefore not accessible for the impression material. This 
requires effective retraction with Harvard LiquiCord®. It temporarily displaces the gingiva and keeps the sulcus dry 
and protected. In addition Harvard LiquiCord® has a hemostatic effect.

Harvard LiquiCord® can be used for all indications of temporary displacement of the marginal gingiva 
and to provide a dry and expanded sulcus:
  For digital impressions
  For conventional impressions
  Impressions for restaurations (temporary and permanent)
  Preparations of class II and V

Application of Harvard LiquiCord® …
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1. Introduce the tip/needle into the sulcus, opening the sulcus. 
2. Move the top of the tip slowly and evenly around the tooth while pressing out the paste. Fill the sulcus all around with   
 enough Harvard LiquiCord so that an excess appears.
3. If necessary, Harvard LiquiCord can be used in combination with a retraction cord, that is placed before in the sulcus, 
 to open the sulcus further.
4. Let Harvard LiquiCord take effect for at least 2 minutes and keep away all moisture from the site for this time.
5. After the residence time remove the Harvard LiquiCord completely from the sulcus with air and water 
 and with the aid  of a suction device. 
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Order information Order no.

Harvard LiquiCord – syringe 7083870
10 x 0.7 g, 20 needle tips

Harvard Sulcus Former – small 7083872
Refill bag with 100 Sulcus Former

Harvard Sulcus Former – medium 7083873
Refill bag with 100 Sulcus Former

Harvard Sulcus Former – large 7083874
Refill bag with 50 Sulcus Former

Harvard NeedleTips H18 white 7083875
Refill bag with 50 needle tips


